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A b s t r a c t .  We present an algorithm that uses decision procedures to 
generate finite-state abstractions of possibly infinite-state systems. The 
algorithm compositionally abstracts the transitions of the system, rela- 
tive to a given, fixed set of assertions. Thus, the number of validity checks 
is proportional to the size of the system description, rather than the size 
of the abstract state-space. The generated abstractions are weakly pre- 
serving for VCTL* temporal properties. We describe several applications 
of the algorithm, implemented using the decision procedures of the Stan- 
ford Temporal Prover (STEP). 

1 I n t r o d u c t i o n  

An attractive method for proving a temporal  property ~ for  a reactive system S 
is to find a simpler abstract system `4 such that  if ,4 satisfies ~, then 3 satisfies 
as well. In particular, i f ,4  is finite-state, the validity of ~ for `4 can be established 
automatically using a model checker, which may not have been possible for S 
due to an infinite or overly large state-space. 

There are two obstacles to this approach. First, the construction of `4 is often 
manual and has to be proved correct at a later stage. This process can be error- 
prone if the proof is not formal, and tedious otherwise. Second, abstractions may 
not be fine enough: if .4 is too abstract,  .4 may not satisfy ~o, even if S does. We 
address the first problem by automatically constructing an ,4 tha t  is guaranteed 
to be a correct abstraction, based on limited user input. We begin to address 
the second by constructing abstractions quickly: abstractions that  are found to 
be too coarse can be refined with little effort and tested again. Thus, finding 
the right abstraction is an iterative process where the user tests a number of 
candidate abstractions, possibly guided by feedback from a model checker. The 
procedure we present can be the basic building block in this process. 

As in the procedure of Graf  and Saidi [GS97], we use validity checking to 
generate a finite-state abstraction based on a set of formulas B = { b l , . . . ,  bn}. 

* This research was supported in part by the National Science Foundation under 
grant CCR-95-27927, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under NASA 
grant NAG2-892, ARO under grant DAAH04-95-1-0317, ARO under MURI grant 
DAAH04-96-1-0341, and by Army contract DABT63-96-C-0096 (DARPA). 
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However, rather than performing an exhaustive search of the reachable abstract 
states while constructing ,4, our algorithm transforms S to ,4 directly, leaving 
the exploration of the abstract state-space to a model checker. Thus, the number 
of validity checks performed by our algorithm is proportional to the number of 
formulas in B and the size of the representation of S, rather than the size of the 
abstract state-space. Furthermore, our procedure is applicable to systems whose 
abstract state-space is too large to enumerate explicitly, but can still be handled 
by a symbolic model checker [McM93]. 

The price paid by our approach, compared to [GS97], is that a coarser ab- 
straction may be obtained. However, we offset this by using a richer abstract 
state-space: the complete boolean algebra of expressions over B = {bl , . . . ,  bn}, 
rather than only the monomiats over this set. Our procedure can be seen as a 
form of abstract interpretation [CC77], with this algebra as the abstract domain. 

1.1 Re la t ed  Work  

Our abstraction procedure is related to the work of [GS97] and [SUM96]. The 
procedure of [GS97] is the closest to ours, as discussed above. In deductive model 
checking [SUM96], the abstract system and its state-space are generated inter- 
actively, using theorem proving, based on the refinement of an initial, maximally 
abstract system. The refinement proceeds until the property in question can be 
proved or disproved. That procedure is thus top-down, as opposed to the more 
bottom-up, property-independent approaches that this paper and [GS97] pro- 
pose. 1 In contrast to both [GS97] and [SUM96], we perform validity checking at 
"compile time," rather than at model check time. 

Abs t r ac t ion  frameworks:  Theoretical foundations of property-preserving ab- 
straction are presented in [Dam96,LGS+95,CGL94]. We present the necessary 
results on abstraction in Section 3. Deductive rules for proving simulation and 
abstraction are presented in [KMP94]. In contrast, our approach is to transform 
a concrete system into a property-preserving abstract system automatically, ob-' 
viating the need to prove property preservation for an abstraction given a priori. 

Approaches based on abstract interpretation [CC77] are presented in, e.g., 
[CGL94,Dam96,DGG97]. Much of this work is specialized to the case of finite- 
state systems. We include some simple fairness considerations, a special case of 
those in the verification rules of [KMP94], which do not appear in most work on 
abstract interpretation. 

Other work uses abstractions that are more explicitly given by the user. For 
instance, [DF95] applies abstraction and error trace analysis to infinite state 
systems. The abstraction is generated automatically, given a data abstraction 
that maps concrete variables and operators to abstract ones. [BBM97] uses ab- 
stract interpretation to generate invariants and intermediate assertions for fair 
transition systems. Like ours, their procedure is compositional and automatic, 

1 These procedures can be given a top-down flavor by including in the set B atoms 
from the temporal formula being verified. 
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given a suitable abstract domain. Their emphasis is on finding abstraction do- 
mains where the reachable state-space can be approximated to produce useful 
invariants. We, however, are motivated by the need to prove general temporal 
properties over the abstract system. Nonetheless, our abstractions can be used 
to generate invariants as well. These invariants can, in turn, be used to generate 
more precise abstractions. 

Over- and under-approximations: Pardo and Hachtel [PH97] present an 
automatic BDD-based method for symbolic model checking, where the size of 
BDD's is reduced using over- and under-approximations of subformulas, depend- 
ing on their polarity. We use polarity in an analogous way. Another approximated 
BDD-based symbolic model checking procedure is presented in [KDG95], based 
on the abstract interpretation framework of [Dam96]. These procedures do not 
change the state-space of the system, but instead approximate the transition 
relation to produce smaller BDDs. 

Dill and Wong-Toi [DW95,Won95] use abstract-interpretation to verify timed 
safety automata, over- and under-approximating sets of states and next-state re- 
lations. This work approximates set operations during model checking, as well as 
statically approximating the transitions themselves, using methods specialized to 
real-time systems. The algorithm we propose for over- and under-approximating 
transitions could be used in similar settings as well. 

2 P r e l i m i n a r i e s  

2.1 Fair and Clocked Transition Systems 

Fair transition systems [MP95] are a convenient formalism for specifying finite- 
and infinite-state reactive systems, using an assertion language based on first- 
order logic. A fair transition system (FTS) S = (Z, O, 7") is given by a set of 
system states Z, an initial condition (9, and a set of transitions T .  Each state 
in E is a valuation of a finite set of typed system variables ] .  If Z is finite, S is 
said to be finite-state. 

Definition 1 (Assertion). A first-order formula whose flee variables are a 
subset of ] is an assertion, or state-formula, and represents the set of states 
that satisfy it. For an assertion ~, we say that s E Z is a ~-state iff s ~ ~, that 
is, ~ holds given the values of ] at s. 

The initial condition (9 is an assertion that characterizes the set of initial 
states. With each transition T E 7" we associate its transition relation PT(], ]~), 
a first-order formula over the system variables 1; and a primed set ] , ,  indicating 
their values at the next state. A transition is enabled if it can be taken at 
a given state. We define enabled('5) def S] , .pT(] ,  12'). We define post(-r,~) as 
the assertion 31o. (PT(]o, ] ) A  ~(]o)), which characterizes the states reachable 
from ~-states by taking transition 7. As usual, we define ~' to be the result 
of replacing each free variable x of ~ with x '. For a set of expressions E, let 
El dej {~,j [ ~/:~ E E}. 
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A run of S is an infinite sequence of states So,S1,. . . ,  such that  so ~ O 
and for all i [>  0, pr(Si,Si+l) for some T E T.  In this case, we say that  T is 
taken at si. Transit ions can be labeled as just or compassionate. A just (or 
weakly fair) transition cannot be continuously enabled without being taken; a 
compassionate (or strongly fair) transition cannot be enabled infinitely often but  
taken only finitely many times. A computation is a run that  satisfies all fairness 
requirements. To ensure that  run prefixes can always be extended to an infinite 
sequence, we assume an idling transition, with transition relation V = V'. 

Clocked transition systems IMP96] are an extension of fair transition sys- 
tems that  is intended to model reactive systems with real-time constraints. A 
clocked transition system (CTS) is a fair transition system S = (S ,  O, T) ,  whose 
system variables are parti t ioned into a set of discrete variables D and a set of 
real-valued clock variables C. Instead of an idling transition, 7- includes a tick 
transition, which is the only transition that  can advance time. The progress of 
t ime is restricted by  a time-progress condition H, an assertion over D and C. 
The transition relation for tick is: 

Ptick : 3A > O. 
\ Vt e [0, A].II(D, C + t) / 

where C'  = C + A stands for c~ = Cl + A A . . .  A c~ = ck + A, and H(D, C + t) 
stands for I I (d l , . . .  ,dj ,c l  + t , . . .  ,ck + t), where D = { d l , . . .  ,dj}.  2 

We do not impose fairness conditions on the transitions of a clocked transi- 
tion system. Instead, upper bounds on the t ime that  can pass before an enabled 
transition is taken can be specified using the time-progress condition. The com- 
putations of a CTS are the runs where t ime grows beyond any bound. 

2.2 Temporal Logic 

We use linear-time temporal  logic (LTL) to express properties of reactive 
systems. Temporal formulas are 'buil t  from assertions, boolean operators 
(A, V, 9,--+), and temporal  operators ([3, (>,U, 14;), as usual. (See [MP95] for 
details.) LTL properties are part  of the universal fragment of CTL*, that  is, a 
subset of VCTL* [Eme90]. Our procedure applies to the verification of VCTL* 
properties, and hence also to LTL. 

2.3 Example  

Figure 1 presents a fragment of Fischer's real-time mutual exclusion algorithm, 
as described in IMP96], using the simple programming language of [MP95]. The 
algorithm assumes uniform positive bounds L and U on the time each process 
can wait before executing its next statement: an enabled transition must wait at 
least L and at most U before being taken. If 2L > U, the algorithm guarantees 
tha t  both processes are never in their critical sections simultaneously. 

2 Clocked transition systems also contain a master clock T, which can only be changed 
by the tick transition; O should imply T -- 0. We will not need T for our example. 
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/'1 :: 

l o c a l  x : {0,1, 2} where  x = 0 

~1: x : = l  rnl: x : ~ 2  
~2: skip II P2 :: m2: skip 
/3: a w a i t  x = ma: await  x 

4: crit ical  m4: cri t ical  

Fig. 1. Fischer's mutual exclusion algorithm. 

To model the program as a clocked transit ion system, we introduce two 
control variables 7rl and ~r2, ranging over { ~ o , . . . , Q }  and {mo, . . . ,m4} re- 
spectively, and two clock variables cl and c2. As O, we take the assertion 
7rl = go A ~r2 = mo A cl = 0 A c2 = 0 A x = 0. We then introduce a transi- 
tion for each s ta tement ,  e.g., s ta tement  ~1 yields transit ion Tll, with relation 

I ~rl =el A ci >LA 
pl~: - j A 1r~=~-~ A c ~ = c 2  • 

~r~ =~2  A c ~ = 0  A x ' = l  

Finally, we take as the t ime-progress condition H : cl < U A c2 < U, and add 
the transit ion tick. 

Mutual  exclusion is expressed by the LTL formula D-~(~h = • A ~r2 = m4). 

3 A b s t r a c t i o n  

Abstract ion reduces the verification of a temporal  proper ty  ~ over a concrete 
system $, to checking a related proper ty  over a simpler, abstract system .4. For 
simplicity, we write .A ~ ~ to indicate tha t  the corresponding proper ty  holds for 
the abst ract  system. 

In the following, we use the notat ion of [Dam96] whenever possible. Given 
a set of tempora l  propert ies  T and two systems S and .A, we say tha t  ,4 is a 
weakly preserving abstract ion of S for T i f f  for any ~v E T, if .A ~ ~ then S ~ ~. 
(A is said to be a strongly preserving abstract ion if the converse is also true, but  
we will only use weakly preserving abstract ions in this paper.)  

Based on the ideas of abstract interpretation [CC77], the abst ract  system 
can be constructed from an abst ract  set of s tates Z -a and a part ial  order ~,  
where al  -< a2 if al  is a "more precise" abs t rac t  s tate  than  a2. Such abstrac-  
tions are often presented in terms of Galois connections, where the two posets 
connected are (2 E, C_) and ( Z  A, _) ,  where Z is the concrete state-space. (see, 
e.g., [LGS+95,Dam96]). A concretization ]unction ~/: E -4 ~ 2 E maps  each ab- 
s tract  s tate  to the set of concrete states it represents, and an abstraction ]unction 
a : 26 ~-~/7 A maps  each set of concrete s ta tes  to the most  precise abs t rac t  s tate  
tha t  represents it. The  pair (a,  7) is a Galois connection iff for all x E 26 and 
all y e Z A, a(x) ~ y if and only if x C_ -y(y). We extend 3' to sets of abstract  

states S e 2 ~ with ~/(S) def LJaes ~(a).  
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The following abstract domain is often (implicitly) used in deductive verifi- 
cation: 

Definition 2 (Assertion-based abstraction). As the abstract domain E A, 
choose the complete boolean algebra I3.4(B) (using A A, V A, -~`4) over a finite 
set o] assertions B,  where s A ~_ s2 A if] s¢ implies s2 A. Then let "/(f) = 
{s e E Is and = h {s`4 e  A(B) IS c_ "/(sA)}. We can this the 
assertion-based abstract domain with basis B. 

We now have a Galois insertion from (2 ~, C_) to (ZA, ~),  since a("/(f)) = f for 
all f C BA(B).  

Notation: Note that  we use A`4, Y`4, ~A for operations in the abstract domain, 
while A, V, -~, -+ are the usual connectives in the general assertion language. 

We will continue to characterize sets of concrete states using assertions, which 
need not be points in the abstract state-space. For a formula s A E I3A(B), we 
will write "/(s A) to characterize the set of states it represents, rather than simply 
s A, to highlight the fact that  s`4 is an abstract state, while "/(s`4) is an assertion 
(representing a set of concrete states). More formally, "/(s -a) is obtained from 
s A by replacing A A, V A and -~`4 by A, Y and -~; the boolean variables in s A, 
which are elements of B, appear as corresponding subformulas in "/(sA). In this 
way, the extension of 7 to sets can be characterized as "/(S) - V~es v(a). For 
assertions f l  and f2, we sometimes write f l  C_ f2 when f l  -+ f2 is valid. 

The correctness of our abstractions is based on the following lemma. 

Lemma 1 ( W e a k  P r e s e r v a t i o n  of  V C T L * - - a  sufficient condition). Let 
B be a finite set of assertions, S = (E, O, T) ,  and ,4 = (E`4, 0 "4, TA) .  If  

1. Initial condition: 0 C_ "/(0 A) (that is, 0 is over-approximated by 0"4), 
2. For each transition T C T there is a transition T A E T A such that p~ C_ 

V(pT~) (that is, T is over-approximated by rA),  and 
3. Fairness: I /  T A E T A iS just (resp. compassionate), then there is a just (resp. 

compassionate) T E T such that: (a) v(enabled(TA)) C_ enabled(T), and (b) 
post(T, enabled(T)) C_ "/(post(TA, enabled(T`4))), 

then the abstract system ,4 is a weakly preserving abstraction o] S / o r  V CTL ~ 

The third requirement limits the fairness constraints that  can be imposed 
on transitions in .4. Note that  the more fairness constraints A has, the more 
VCTL* properties it will satisfy. If (3) does not hold, only safety properties will 
be preserved. Note that  (b) is guaranteed if p~ C V(p~) ,  in which case (a) 
implies 7(enabled(TA)) ~-+ enabled(T). 

This lemma still holds if the inclusions are valid only for the reachable states 
of S, i.e., invariants of $ can be used to establish them. More general conditions 
for simulation and refinement between fair transition systems are presented in 
[KMP94] as deductive verification rules. 
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4 G e n e r a t i n g  F i n i t e - S t a t e  A b s t r a c t i o n s  

In the following, let B = { b l , . . . ,  bn} be a fixed assertion basis. We assume we 
have at our disposal a procedure check Valid, which can sometimes decide the 
validity of assertions: if checkVatid(p) returns true, then p is valid. Tha t  is, this 
validity checker is assumed to be sound, but  is not required to be complete. 

The workhorse of our abstraction algorithm is a procedure that  approximates 
assertions over )2 and ])' as assertions over B and B' .  The procedure descends 
through the boolean structure of the formula, building an assertion to serve as 
a context and keeping track of the polarity of subexpressions until it reaches 
the atoms. The procedure then over- or under-approximates each atom using an 
element of ]3A(B U B') .  

4.1 Abs trac t ing  A t o m s  

Atoms are abstracted by testing them, in context, against a set of points P C_ 
B A ( B  U B'):  

aatom ( + , C: a ) = A A { p 6 P [ check Valid( ( C A a) -+ 7(2))} (over-approximation) 

(~ atom ( - ,  C, a) = V A {p 6 P I check Valid( ( C A 7 (P)) ~ a) } (under-approximation) 

Intuitively, the context C indicates that  we are only concerned with results 
that  lie within C. Thus, when over-approximating a in context C, we can consider 
a A C instead, a smaller set. This yields a smaller result, and hence a more precise 
over-approximation. Similarly, when under-approximating a in context C, we can 
under-approximate a V -~C instead. This will give a larger result, and hence a 
bet ter  overall under-approximation. 

4.2 Abs trac t ing  Asser t ions  

We extend OLatom to a function a that  abstracts assertions as follows: 

a(Tr, C, a) = aatom(Tr, C, a), if a is an atom 

a(Tr, C, ~q) = ~Aa(Tr-1, C, q), where + - 1  def _ and _ - 1  d=ef + 

(~(+, C, q A r) = let ~ = a (+ ,  C, q) in 4 A A a(+ ,  C A 7(q), r) 

a ( + ,  C, q V r) = let (~ = (~(+, C, q) in ~ V A c~(+, C h -~7(~), r) 

c~(-, C, q A r) ---- let 4 = a ( - ,  C, q) in 4 AA o~(-, C A -~')'(4), r) 

a ( - , C ,  q V r )  = le t  ~ = a ( - , C , q )  in 4 V A a ( - , C A T ( O ) , r )  

An assertion f is thus abstracted using O([P[-  If]) validity checks. The main 
claim that  justifies the correctness of the algorithm is: 

P r o p o s i t i o n  1. For assertions C and f ,  
C -~ (7(o~(-, C, f ) )  -+ f )  and C -+ ( f  -~ 7(e~(+, C, f)))  are valid. 

Notice that  this algorithm applies to any abstract domain that  is a boolean 
algebra, provided the operations for A A, V A, _~A and 7 are available. Similarly, 
it applies to any assertion language for which a validity checker is available. 
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4.3 Abstracting Systems and Properties 

Given a concrete transition system S = ( Z , O , T ) ,  its abstraction is .4 = 
(B.4(B), o A  TA), where O A is the result of over-approximating O, and T A 
is the result of over-approximating each transition relation in 7". 

The initial context can contain known invariants of S. When abstracting the 
atoms of an initial condition or the assertions of a temporal property (see below), 
we test against the set of unprimed points 

Pu de=f B U {~bi ] bl e B}  . 

For transition relations, we test against the set of mixed points 

PM de=f PU U Pit U {Pl -+ P2 ] P l e  Pu A P2 E P~] } 

Thus, the algorithm abstracts a transition relation PT using O(n2]pT]) validity 
checks, where n = IBI. For an assertion f with no primed variables, O(nlf]) 
validity checks are needed. Enlarging these point sets can increase the quality of 
the abstraction, as discussed in Section 4.4; however, these relatively small sets 
sufficed to verify most of the examples in Section 5. 

System A is an n-bit finite-state system. Since O C_ 7(O A) and Pr C_ ~/(pTA) 
for all T E T, conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 1 are satisfied. We satisfy 
condition (3) by propagating the fairness of T to T A only if we can establish 
the validity of 7(enabled(TA)) ~ enabled(T). In this case, the two enabling 
conditions are equivalent. 3 If the basis includes the atoms in the guard of T, this 
is guaranteed to be the case. (If an assertion f contains only atoms in B, then its 
abstraction is equivalent to ] ,  modulo invariants.) In the worst case no fairness 
carries over and only safety properties of A (and hence S) can be proved. 

A temporal property ~ is abstracted by under-approximating the assertions it 
contains (over-approximating those with negative polarity). This method guar- 
antees that  every model of the abstract property corresponds to a model of the 
concrete one. Thus, if all computations of the abstract system satisfy ~A, all 
computations of the concrete system will satisfy ~. If the basis includes all of 
the assertions appearing in the property, the property approximation is exact. 

4.4 Optimizations 

Preserving concrete variables: We allow finite-domain variables of S to be 
propagated through to ,4, leaving it to the model checker to represent them 
explicitly or encode them as bits. We implement this by having a be the identity 
on finite-domain subexpressions whose free variables do not appear in the basis. 
(Note, however, that  the algorithm can always be used to abstract finite-state 
systems to smaller abstract ones.) 

a In general, the known invariants of ,~ can be used to establish the conditions of 
Lemma 1, so the two could differ on unreachable states. 
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R e d u c i n g  the test point set: Our implementation includes a few simple 
strategies for eliminating trivial or redundant test points. For example, if an 
atom implies hi, it is unnecessary to test the point ~bi ~ b~. Also, if T does not 
modify the free variables of bi, we eliminate the points {p ~ b~ } p E Pu}.  

E n l a r g i n g  t h e  test point set: There are occasions when additional points 
must be tested to obtain a sufficiently precise abstraction. For example, p~ may 
imply (bi A bj) -+ b~, but imply neither bi -+ b' k nor bj -+ b~. However, we are 
unwilling to incur the potentially exponential cost of a~naive enumeration of 
such points. Instead, we allow the user to specify additional points to test when 
specifying the basis. Alternatively, the user may enlarge the basis, but this will 
in general also increase the time and space used at model-check time. 

C o n j u n c t i o n s  o f  l i tera ls :  When a subexpression consists solely of conjunctions 
of literals, we eliminate redundant validity checks by testing each point once for 
the entire subexpression. That  is, we terminate the recursion early, since testing 
the points for each atom will not improve the quality of the abstraction. 

4.5 E x a m p l e  

We used the following basis to abstract Fischer's algorithm: 

bl: cl > L b4:e2 __~ Cl 
b 2 : c 2 > L  b s : C l _ > c 2 + L  
b3:cl >c2  b6:c2 ~ c l + L  

The starting context consisted of assumptions L > 0, U > 0, U ~ L and 2L > U, 
and invariants cl _> 0 and c2 > 0. The initial condition was abstracted to 

7rl = go A 7r2 = m o  A x = 0 A ~bl A -~b2 A b3 A ba A -~b5 A -~b6 

(where we now write A,V,-~ rather than AA,VA,-~A).  Transition [1 was ab- 
stracted to 

~rl =~lA~r~ = l s A x  ~ = l A ~ r ~ = T r 2 A  
p.4 ^ A ^ ^ ^ -+ ^ 

t, : (-~b3 --+ -~b~) A (-~b3 --~ b~) A (b4 --+ -~b~) A (b4 --+ b~) A 

The other transitions were similarly abstracted. (The tick transition, which con- 
tains quantifiers, was treated as a single literal when abstracted.) With our im- 
plementation (see Section 5), the abstract system was generated in 28 seconds, 
and mutual exclusion was automatically model checked in one second. 

5 Experimental Results 

We implemented our abstraction procedure using the deductive and algorithmic 
support found in the Stanford Temporal Prover, STeP [BBC+96]. STeP includes 
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System 

Bakery 
Fischer 
Alternating-bit 
Bounded Retransmission 

transitions Basis size Abstraction ! Model check i 
time time 

14 3 3s <ls 
11 6 28s ls 
7 4 14s <ls 
13 7 70s 4s 

Table  1. Abstraction and model check times. 

decision procedures for datatypes,  partial orders, linear arithmetic, congruence 
closure and bit-vectors. They are integrated into a general validity checker that  
is complete for ground formulas, relative to the power of the decision procedures, 
and can be applied to first-order formulas as well [BSU97]. STeP also includes 
explicit-state and symbolic LTL model checking for fair transition systems. 

We have tested our implementation on a few examples, including two mutual  
exclusion algorithms and two data-communication protocols. All of these exam- 
ples are infinite-state: they contain variables whose range is unbounded (integers, 
lists, and real-valued clocks). For each example, Table 1 gives the size of the basis, 
the time to generate the abstract system, and the t ime to model check the prop- 
erties of interest against the generated abstraction, using STeP's explicit-state 
model checker. 4 (The concrete systems, properties, bases and abstract  systems 
are available on the web at h t t p : / / r o d i n ,  s t a n f o r d ,  e d u / a b s t r a c t i o n . )  

The Bakery algorithm is a two-process mutual  exclusion algorithm (see, e.g., 
[MP95]). The property we verify is mutual  exclusion, which proves to be partic- 
ularly easy to establish since it is sufficient to take as a basis the set of assertions 
that  guard transitions. 

In the alternating-bit protocol, a sender and a receiver communicate over 
two lossy channels. The property we verify is tha t  the receiver's list is always a 
prefix of the list that  the sender is transmitting. The basis for this example was 
found by trace-based refinement: starting with the guards of the transitions, we 
added assertions to the basis in response to abstract  counter-examples found by 
the model checker. We also found it necessary to add a test point so that  the 
validity checker could derive the necessary inductive properties of lists. 

The bounded retransmission protocol in, e.g., [HS96,GS97,DKRT97] is an 
extension of the alternating-bit protocol where a limit is placed on the number of 
transmissions of a particular item. As with the alternating-bit protocol, we verify 
the prefix property of the receiver's list. In addition, we verify that  the sender 
and receiver report  their status consistently: either they both  report  OK, they 
both report  NOT_0K, or the sender reports DONT_KNOW and the receiver reports 
0K or NfT_0K. To generate the basis, we started with the basis used for the 
alternating-bit protocol and added the guards of the transitions. 

4 While we recognize that the abstraction times are highly dependent on the speed of 
the validity checker, we present them to give a feel for how quickly the abstractions 
can be generated in practice. 
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While verifying the consistency of the status reports, STeP's model checker 
discovered an abstract counter-example that uncovered an oversight in our orig- 
inal implementation. If the list to be transmitted is empty, the sender finishes 
immediately, reporting OK. The receiver, not having received a frame whose last 
bit was set, assumes the sender aborted transmission and reports NOT_0K. To 
correct this problem, we require that the list be non-empty, since the bounded 
retransmission protocol is not designed to transmit empty lists. 

6 C o n c l u s i o n s  

We have presented a procedure for abstracting transition systems in a composi- 
tional manner, using a finite-state abstraction domain. Instead of using theorem- 
proving to explore the abstract state-space, we use it to abstract the transition 
relations that describe the system. The abstract state-space can then be ex- 
plored, explicitly or symbolically, by a model checker. 

The procedure provides an alternative method for combining deductive and 
algorithmic verification. The use of deductive tools makes our procedure appli- 
cable to infinite-state systems. The efficiency of the abstraction procedure, and 
the use of finite-state model checking at the abstract level, gives the procedure 
a level of automation comparable to that of finite-state algorithmic methods. As 
with deductive methods, the availability of new decision procedures for particu- 
lar theories increases the power of the algorithm. 

The choice of the abstraction basis B can be based on the user's understand- 
ing of the system, analogous to the use of intermediate assertions in deductive 
verification. The procedure is completely automatic once this basis is chosen, 
and its efficiency allows for various alternatives to be quickly tested. However, 
techniques for the generation (manual and automatic) of the abstraction basis 
remain to be tested and explored. 
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